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Abstract
The aim of this thesis is to contribute to the risk methodology field by introducing a method
that covers both economic and information security aspects. The aim is to provide a way for
practitioners to get results that is enough for decision makers to make valid and well-grounded
decisions. There are a lot of traditional risk assessment methods that focus on information
security. There are also CBA (Cost-Benefit Analysis) methods that are used to make sure
investments are cost-effective and provide value for the organization. The aim of this thesis is to
combine those and see if they can be merged to one risk assessment method to increase the
value of the result. CBA will be added to a more traditional risk assessment method called
IRAM2. The thesis will evaluate if they are suited to be used together and if it provides a more
valuable result when combining them than only using one of them. The research method that
has been used in this study is ADR. It has been used as a way of working when producing a new
hybrid method together with some design principles regarding how to combine traditional risk
management with economic equations.
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Introduction
“Although companies consider security as one of the most important issues on their agenda,
many companies are not aware how much they spend on security and if their investments
in security are effective.” [19, page 1]
The risk management process is becoming more and more important for organizations, because
organizations are becoming increasingly dependent on their information systems and internet
services. Because of these dependencies, an attack can have severe consequences for
organizations. It can result in heavy losses in data and income, and can also damage the
company’s reputation and brand. The risks can occur due to technical failures, system
vulnerabilities, human failures, fraud or external events [5]. The risk management process
allows decision makers to balance the costs of security measures and gain in capability by
protecting the organizations data and IT systems [6].

Research problem
A survey done by Computer Security Institute (2011: 22) and the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) shows that information security costs companies billions of dollars, and it is
also costing the economy those amounts. Today, a big question for these companies and
governments is how much security is needed and how much money to spend on it. For
information security people, it is hard to convince managers to spend money on information
security. Managers know that no product can guarantee 100% security and there will still be
risks left. The problem here is that the managers and decision makers among other things don’t
have access to structured cost-benefit analysis methods to be able to evaluate and compare
different solutions [3].
There is a knowledge gap in previous research about cost-benefit analysis within risk
management in regards to information security. Many risk management methods do not
include those aspects and there is not a lot of experience in research about implementing a costbenefit risk analysis to mitigate information security risks.
8

There has been research in CBA in information security but they have been very specific such
as doing an analysis on intrusion detection systems or enterprise systems. They are not generic
enough to present a framework for information security investments [20]

Problem at SEB Kort
“How much security we haveversus how much insecurity we have is
what management needs to decide upon when weighing up the pros and cons,
the costs and the benefits, the risks and impacts of investing
in information security.” [16, page 23]
Since SEB and SEB Kort haven’t started using the method they have chosen to get an overview
of their risks, this is a problem for them. They don’t have a unified way of managing
information security risks and they don’t have a method that employees are aware of and know
that they should use when making significant changes.
To understand the situation with risk management at SEB Kort, the CISO has been
interviewed. The CISO mentioned that they lack a unified way of working with risk
management. SEB has decided that the unified way of working with information security risks
in the organization should be with IRAM2 (information risk assessment methodology 2) which
is a risk assessment method. SEB Kort has however not yet started implementing the method
which they consider to be a problem for them. Currently at SEB Kort, there is no standard for
doing risk management, and the quality and depth of the results differ depending on who
performs the risk management and what method they choose (if any). The lack of a unified way
of working with risk management also creates difficulties in communicating with management
regarding investments. Getting started and implementing IRAM2 in practice at SEB Kort
would help them with that problem. Since there have been problems adopting IRAM2, making
the risk assessment process easier through simplifying IRAM2 is one of the things that will be
taken into consideration when creating a new method.
At SEB Kort, the people responsible for risk management have wanted to start working in a
unified way with risks for a long time. The work has stopped on a theoretical level and they
9

have asked for help to start implementing what they have discussed in theory. There are not a
lot of resources at SEB Kort that have the time and possibility to make a big effort in
implementing a risk management method in practice. To conclude, there are two problem
areas at SEB Kort, the first problem being that there are difficulties implementing information
security risk management methods in practice. This is due to lack of prioritization and
resources but also that there is no unified way of working with risk management. The other
problem that follows the first problem is that due to the lack of standardized risk management
work, there is no standardized analysis on how to make cost-effective decisions on mitigation.

Knowledge gap
After following the process mentioned earlier, the conclusion is that there is a knowledge gap
when it comes to combining a CBA method with a more traditional comprehensive risk
management method. No such research has been found during the literature review. Finding
that kind of combination was the main focus of the literature review process besides giving
background information to the subjects discussed. The research that focuses on economic
aspects of information security is rather sparse. The work that does exist in the topic does not
provide much guidance on how to actually derive how much to invest on security [34]-

Research concept and question
My intention with this thesis is to use two methods that are used for risk management in
different ways and to make a hybrid version of the two methods. I will then implement it at a
company called SEB Kort. After the implementation, I will evaluate my hybrid method and
state what went well and what needs improvement.
The questions that I will try to answer with my research are:
What would the benefits be from introducing CBA to a more traditional risk management method?
And
How will a hybrid risk management method with IRAM 2 and CBA combined work in a financial
Institution?
10

“Organizations must consider the economic feasibility of implementing security controls and
safeguards. While a number of alternatives for solving a problem might exist, they may not all
have the same economic feasibility” [32]. This quote also states as my hypothesis that counting
the economic feasibility of a security control should be an important aspect when choosing
what to invest in. Another expected advantage from introducing CBA to traditional risk
management is that it provides decision support for management and creates arguments in
terms that they understand without being experts in information security. Management are
often lacking knowledge in computer security but they understand risk and cost-benefit analysis
[33].
There has been a shift in risk mitigation and what is technically possible is no longer the most
important aspect. The focus has shifted to what is cost-effective and optimal financially. There
are many examples where the economic considerations of security are more important than the
technical considerations [10]. I have analyzed risk management methods with these
considerations in mind and stated that the risk management methods that are used today
usually don’t include what according to some is the most important aspect of all. This is the
reason that an attempt is made in this study to add that important aspect to a traditional
method that lacks it. According to Schneier et al (2005:10) many security systems fail due to
misplaced incentives and not for technical reasons as one could assume.
Inducing fear, uncertainty, and doubt is a strategy has been used historically to sell security
investments. The strategy is about trying to scare people into investing in security measures and
making decisions based on emotions. This might be successful in receiving an initial investment
but in the long-run, it won’t be sufficient. There are many different security technologies that
are available to solve security issues and vulnerabilities. This creates a need for a more rational
methodology to analyze the security investments and make better decisions [35]. The first
research questions also aims at evaluating whether communication with management for
security investments will become more efficient and if that could be a benefit from combining
the two approaches. Reducing risks by investing in security measures that are aimed at reducing
the probability of an incident or mitigating the consequences is primary risk management
11

strategy. Despite that, the investments in security measure are not very high. One reason for
that might be that there is a lack of methods that can help organizations with decision making
about how much to spend and what the optimal security measure is. Most organizations also
still see security investments as pure costs rather than as an investment [17]. This is where CBA
becomes valuable.
In order to avoid costs and risks of security breaches, there needs to be an economic evaluation
regarding security investments [37]. The purpose of any investment is to generate return and
the return in security investments will in this case be calculated through CBA. The benefits or
returns from the investments should justify the costs in terms of enabling business [37]. A key
factor when it comes to actually getting value form security is to make sure that the security
investments are aimed at protecting the right assets [37]. That is why the traditional risk
management method needs to be used as well. It is used to identify the assets and
vulnerabilities related to those assets.
My intention with this thesis is to use two methods that are used for risk management in
different ways and to make a hybrid version of the two methods. I will then implement it at a
company called SEB Kort. To get a practical evaluation of the method that is created, there
needs to be a practical implementation. After the implementation, I will evaluate my hybrid
method and state what went well and what needs improvement. The first question is aimed at
contributing to fill the knowledge gap about CBA used together with traditional risk
management techniques. A common view among researchers is that the economic perspectives
are becoming increasingly important but the traditional risk management methods lack that
perspective and this is an attempt and contributing to adding those perspectives. The second
question is added to provide a practical implementation and get a way of evaluating the
approach that is presented where economic and technical aspects are combined. Even though
the method seems good in theory, implementing it in a real organization will show the practical
advantages and disadvantages of using the method. Hackers are known for attacking IT systems
that are vulnerable and don’t have the appropriate controls. Another target is well-protected
systems as a challenge [35]. Cyber threats that are aimed at important financial institutions
12

create a special universe of concerns. The number of breaches that threaten or try to interrupt
their services are shocking. For financial institutions, the risk management concerns are
particularly dangerous [36]. This is a reason that it is relevant to try this method in an
organization where risk management is essential.

Purpose
For an organization to be able to accomplish its goals, whatever it might be, the organization
need to have secure IT systems that store, process or transmit information. To be able to do
that, managers need to be able to make well-informed risk management decisions [6]. Having
structured methods to analyze, measure and reduce risks in a cost effective way, is a way of
achieving that. The purpose of this research is to combine a structured method to define,
analyze and measure risks with a structured method for cost effective mitigation. It is also to fill
the knowledge gap regarding the combination of traditional risk management methods with
methods that calculate financial benefits. The goal is to produce a method that can be used to
identify and analyze risks and vulnerabilities that also shows what mitigation is financially
beneficial. The method should have both of those aspects as a result of one cohesive process.

Background
This chapter describes the background of information security and risk management and also
gives explanation to the organization where the study will be conducted.

Information Security
Information security is about protecting valuable information, and it is a concept that has been
around for a very long time. Today, information security can be explained by four key aspects;
availability, integrity, authenticity and confidentiality. Availability means that information
should be available for authorized people then it’s needed. Integrity refers to ensuring that
information has not been modified by someone unauthorized. Authenticity means validity and
genuineness of information. Confidentiality is about protecting information from being
disclosed to someone unauthorized [15].
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Nowadays, there is more a focus on managing information security rather than just IT security.
Earlier, the focus was mainly on IT security and the people working with those issues were IT
and technical experts. Things started to shift in the early 90’s towards expanding from just IT
security to also include security in regards to people, processes and information. This is an area
than has continued to develop to where we are today [16].

Risk management
Webster's dictionary defines risk as “exposure to loss” [4]. In a business perspective, risk is the
possibility of an event which would reduce the value of the business if the risk would occur [13].
The view on risk management that will be the base of this research is defined by Stoneburner et
al., (2002: 6) is the following:
“Every organization has a mission. In this digital era, as organizations use automated
information technology (IT) systems to process their information for better support of their missions,
risk management plays a critical role in protecting an organization’s information assets,
and therefore its mission, from IT-related risk.” [6, page 1]
“An effective risk management process is an important component of a successful IT security program. The
principal goal of an organization’s risk management process should be to protect the organization and its
ability to perform their mission, not just its IT assets. Therefore, the risk management process should not be
treated primarily as a technical function carried out by the IT experts who operate and manage the IT
system, but as an essential management function of the organization. “[6, page 1]
Risk management can also be defined as the overall process that integrates the identification
and analysis of risks to which an organization is exposed. It also provides an assessment of the
potential impact on the business and enables a decision about which action to take to mitigate
risk to an acceptable level or eliminate it if possible [11]. Risk management can be used to
answer questions like: “which security level is good enough?” “How much resources should be
spent to mitigate each risk?” [5] Risk management in general is an area that has been a subject
to research extensively and there are many different models for the purpose [12].
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The information security risk management usually contains the following steps [17]:
1. Identifying business assets
2. Identifying threats and assessing damage that can be caused if attacks would occur
3. Assessing vulnerabilities
4. Assessing risks
5. Implementing security measures to mitigate risks
6. Monitoring effectiveness of security measures
There have been great advancements in security technology in the past years but the security
level has not improved as much, which can be considered the reason as a main reason for
information security risk management getting more attention.
According to Alberts and Dorofee (2002: 18) a comprehensive risk management approach
should contain the following:


assets, threats and vulnerabilities



enables decision-makers to prioritize based on what is important to the organization



organizational issues related to how people use the computing infrastructure to meet the
business objectives of the organization



technological issues related to the configuration of the computing infrastructure



should be a flexible method that can be uniquely tailored to each organization

Economic aspects of Risk Management
“When we discuss information security, we must look at not
only technology issues but also economic incentives.” [20, page 43]
For the past decade, researches have started to realize that information security is not only a
problem that is solved by technical solutions, they have started to also include an economical
aspect to information security. Security measures are financial investments and they need to be
presented through economic gains and losses instead of just a technical analysis. [17]
15

“Every risk has a cost and that cost can be (more or less precisely) quantified [13].” Earlier,
organizations always looked for technical solutions to prevent threats, but for the past years,
researchers have realized that information security can’t be solved with only technical solutions.
They have seen the need for economic aspects and have started to include those. The benefits
of this are that the measures can be more cost-effective and the decision makers can understand
their security investments better. The implications of security failures are replaced by an analysis
of economic losses of that failure [9]. In the recent years, there has been a shift in focus
regarding mitigating risks from what is technically possible to what is cost-effective and optimal
from an economic aspect [10].
The main goals with risk management is to enable organizations to fulfill their mission by
securing their IT systems and enabling management to make decisions on placing resources on
security measures and being well-informed to be able to make enhanced decisions [6]. Risk
management is a crucial element for ensuring long-term business success because it provides an
effective approach for measuring the security through the identification and valuation of assets,
threats, and vulnerabilities and offers methods for the risk assessment, risk mitigation and
evaluation“[19].

Mitigating risks
The strategies for risk mitigation in information security can be divided into 4 categories [17]:


Avoiding risks



Reducing risks



Transferring risks



Accepting risks

Avoiding risks means that the organization eliminates the source of the risk or the asset’s
exposure to the risk. Reducing risks means implementing security measures or policies to
reduce the asset’s exposure to the risk. Transferring risks means transferring the responsibility
by for example outsourcing or buying insurance. Accepting risks means that you accept possible
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losses as a cost of doing business. This can be used when the cost of mitigating a risk is greater
than the total losses.

Challenges with adopting a Risk Management method
At SEB Kort we have experienced that the time and effort that risk management takes is a
problem. Like in many other organizations, focus is on income driven innovative projects. Rism
management can be an administrative overburden that the organization doesn’t have time for.
A result is that the risk often is deprioritized.
For a risk manager to become successful he or she needs the support of the organization and
that is why a clear and well developed method is necessary. Risk management needs to be a
systematic process that is applied in a disciplined manner [26]. To get this support and
understanding from the organization, the method needs to be standardized and easy to
communicate to the rest of the organization including managers. To get the support needed,
there needs to be consensus regarding the process that is not dependent on who currently is
risk manager. The purpose and results can also be communicated better if the risk management
is done properly.

Literature review process
The search engine used for literature review has been Google scholar and Scopus. The search
terms have mainly been the following: risk, information security, risk assessment, risk
methodology, risk management, financial risk management, economic incentives for risk
management, CBA, IRAM2, CBA risk assessment, CBA information security, cost effective risk
management, risk mitigation, combining risk management with CBA. These types of sources
have been searched through: books, articles, abstracts, dissertations, theses, research reports and
websites.
When going through the result in the search engines, some material could be excluded based
on title only. If the title showed a completely different subject than this study, they were not
studied in more detail. The material that seemed to be about the right subject was first
skimmed through. The next step was to read the abstract and if still relevant, save it in a list of
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articles to read. Those articles where categorized based on the subject they were discussing. The
categories where risk management, information security, CBA, IRAM2, mathematic, general
research methods and other. The articles were reviewed in detail later. The original sources
were also read and in some articles, the references pointed to other interesting articles that were
also read.
The structure, general reasoning and main ideas were identified. Some key elements and ideas
that are related to my subject have been referred to and discussed. Some of the key elements
that were analyzed were: problem, purpose, research question, data gathered, findings,
conclusions and recommendations for further studies. When I concluded that I had gathered
enough material, I started to write down the patterns and themes that were found in several of
the studies. I identified connections and common viewpoints that created the concepts in my
literature review. From that I created headings in my own study where I described and discussed
those theories that have been found. One example is that I found the theory about needing to
include financial perspectives in risk management in several studies. I made connections
between different studies that were built on that theory and saw a pattern. I started to build my
own work based on that theory and develop that theory further.

SEB organization
SEB is a Scandinavian bank and financial group with its headquarters in Stockholm. It is a
bank that has corporate customers, private customers and institutions. Their main business area
is banking but they also have services in the insurance industry. It is a bank that was formed in
1972 through a merger between Skandinaviska Banken (established 1864) and Stockholms
Enskilda Bank (Established in 1856). They also acquired the Swedish insurance company Trygghansa in 1997 [14].

SEB Kort
SEB Kort is a subsidiary to SEB, the company is fully owned by SEB. SEB Kort was established
the year 1999 and has its headquarters in Stockholm. Organizationally it is placed under
Corporate & Private Customers. It is a Scandinavian financial company that is one of the
leading card issuers in the Nordics. SEB Kort has around 650 employees divided in Stockholm,
18

Oslo, Copenhagen and Helsinki. The focus of SEB Kort is card and card-related services,
payments and travel administration. Their customers are both private and corporate customers.
It is a company that has a lot of IT systems and a big IT staff. They have a big focus in
digitalization which means that there are a lot of development projects that the IT department
handles. Their main focus is on corporate customers and developing new corporate payment
solutions. They have travel account solutions for corporations and also issue cards. They issue
cards with their own brands such as SEB and Eurocard, but are also the issuer for many cobrand cards such as Circle K, SAS Eurobonus and Nordic choice club Mastercard. The new
digitization era has also led to new services such as digital wallets and digital receipts.

Figure 1, Organizational chart of SEB
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Figure 2, Organizational cart of Corporate & Private Customers

Figure 3, Organizational chart of SEB Kort
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Risk management methods
In this chapter, the two methods that will be used in this study are presented.

Information Risk Assessment Methodology (IRAM2)
IRAM2 is an end-to-end risk management methodology developed by the ISF (Information
Security Forum). IRAM2 is a method that has a business perspective and includes different
aspects. The method is developed and renewed to meet new challenges within risk
management. The method has six key objectives that describe how the method can be helpful
for organizations [8]:


A simple, practical and rigorous approach: there is a focus on simplicity throughout the
implementation but it is still a rigorous method that enables a deep analysis that can be
helpful in making strategic business decisions



Unified understanding: a common framework and vocabulary is helpful for risk
assessors and management to understand each other and have the same understanding



Business perspective: the risks are assessed from a business perspective and the result
should be in business terms.



Focus on significant risks: The method allows for identifying the most significant risks
so that management can decide where to focus the resources.



Engage with stakeholders: The method provides an organised way to engage between
risk practitioners and other stakeholders.

In many organizations, digital information is becoming extensively important and is at the core
of their business. To use the digital information in a valuable and effective way is key to having
a successful business. The other perspective is that new digital technologies result in new risks
and the impact of these risks are growing. This results in the need for organizations to focus
more on managing their risks. IRAM2 is an end-to-end approach designed to meet those
challenges with a business perspective on risk management.
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Figure 4, The IRAM2 method

Phase A: Scoping
The first phase in IRAM2 is about developing an environmental profile and defining the scope
of the assessment. The risk manager is supposed to develop an understanding about the
organization as a whole and more specifically about the environment or process to be assessed.
In IRAM2, an environment is the people, processes, technology and pre-existing conditions
within the scope of the assessment. The scope should also be defined and agreed upon together
with the stakeholders. Understanding the environment is called profiling in IRAM2 terms, and
the environment should be separated into components (business service, business process and
22

technology service). In the scoping step, it should be determined which business services,
business processes and technology services should be in scope. It should also be defined which
parties should be involved in the risk assessment.
The steps that should be performed in this phase are:
1. Develop a profile of the environment
2. Develop the scope for the assessment

Phase B: Business Impact Assessment
The purpose of this phase is identifying the information assets and to assess the potential
business impact if information assets are compromised. The conclusion of the BIA will help the
organization get a solid understanding of the information assets in the environment being
assessed and their business impact ratings. The realistic and worst case business impacts should
be rated. The impacts are assessed through confidentiality, integrity and availability
perspectives. The business impacts should be assessed without any security controls taken into
consideration since they will be processed in later steps.
The steps in this phase are:
1. Identify the information assets
2. Assess business impact

Phase C: Threat Profiling
This phase is about profiling and prioritizing all the threats that are relevant to the
environment that is being assessed. In IRAM2, a threat is identified as “Anything that is
capable, by its action or inaction, of causing harm to an information asset”. All the relevant
threats should be profiled and prioritized. Then, the potential ways that the highest priority
threats could harm the environment should be identified. The threats are grouped into three
categories; adversarial, accidental and environmental. The threat landscape does not need to be
done for each IRAM2 assessment, and can be seen as a threat landscape for the organization as
23

a whole. Threat profiling (step 2) is about modeling the behavior of threats, which is done by
assessing threat attributes. Those attributes are capability, commitment, competence, culture,
history, intent, motivation, origin, predisposition, privilege and severity. This results in two risk
factors; likelihood of initiation (Loi) and threat strength (TS). Loi and TS is derived for each
threat group. The prioritizations of threats are based on Loi and TS. Then the threat events that
are associated with each threat are identified. A threat event is “An action (or lack thereof),
initiated by a threat against an asset, which is capable of causing harm” [8]. The final step is to
identify which information assets that the threat event could impact. In conclusion, this phase
should result in an understanding of the in scope threats, the related threat events and how
they can affect information assets.
The steps included are:
1. Populate the threat landscape
2. Profile threats
3. Produce a prioritized threat landscape
4. Scope and map the threat events
5. Identify and map the information assets impacted by each threat event

Phase D: Vulnerability Assessment
Vulnerability is a weakness in people, process or technology in an environment, which could be
exploited by one or more threats [8]. This phase is about identifying the vulnerabilities that are
associated with each threat event that is in-scope for the environment being assessed. There
should also be an assessment of the degree of vulnerability of each component in the
environment being assessed to the in-scope threat events. The security controls are mapped to
each threat event to determine the degree of vulnerability. In IRAM2, the vulnerabilities are
assessed by assessing the effectiveness of corresponding controls. Then assessing a control
design effectiveness and operational effectiveness is considered. The main focus should be on
design effectiveness. Control strength is a subjective assessment of the aggregate effectiveness (or
24

lack thereof) of all the controls mapped to a specific combination of threat event and
component [8].
The steps in this phase are:
1. Identify vulnerabilities and related controls
2. Assess the effectiveness of identified controls
3. Determine the control strength for each combination of threat event and component

Phase E: Risk Evaluation
The objective is to evaluate the remaining risk factors and the derivation of the residual risk
rating for each risk. The output of this phase should be a prioritized residual risk profile. The
first risk factor (step 1) derived is Likelihood of success (Los), The likelihood that the strength
of a threat will be sufficient to overwhelm the strength of controls in place resulting in a
successful threat event [8]. Step 2, deriving the residual likelihood of each risk takes both Loi
and Los into account. In step 3, the residual impact rating should be determined, which is the
business impact rating after the relevant impact scenario has been determined and the effect of
the controls in place has been assessed [8]. The final step is to derive the residual risk rating
which is accomplished by plotting residual likelihood and residual business impact on a risk
matrix for each risk. The risks can then be prioritized based on their residual risk rating.
The steps are:
1. Derive the likelihood of success
2. Derive the residual likelihood
3. Determine the residual business impact rating
4. Derive the residual risk rating
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Phase F: Risk Treatment
The last phase is about determining a risk treatment approach for each identified risk and
creating a risk treatment plan. It should be determined in this phase whether each risk exceeds
the organization’s risk appetite. An organization’s risk appetite defines the amount of risk that
they are willing to accept to achieve their objectives [8]. To which category the risk belongs to is
determined in this phase. The risk categories are financial, reputational, customer and health
and safety. That should be compared to the organization’s appetite in each relevant risk
category.
The steps of the final phase are:
1. Evaluate each risk against the risk appetite
2. Create a risk treatment plan
3. Execute the risk treatment plan and validate results

Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA)
With all security measures, there is a limit to how much resources companies and people in
general are willing to spend. The limit depends on the value of what is being protected and how
much reduced cost of losses will be gained by implementing the security measure. CBA can be
used to make this evaluation. There are different views on CBA in risk assessment. One view is
that CBA can be used to do a trade-off between the cost of implementing a security measure
and the risk level. The purpose will then be to get the best security level possible in regards to
the economic limits that have been set in the evaluation. The second view is that CBA is used
to weigh cost of implementation against the benefits that will be gained from the security
measure. The purpose is then to have a tool to help companies and organizations choose costeffective security measures. With this method, it is possible to estimate the optimal amount of
money to spend on security measures to protect a certain asset [1]. In this paper, the second
view of CBA is the one that will be used. The reason that the second method is used in this
paper is because the purpose is to get more insight to whether an investment is economically
feasible or not. The second view helps solve the problem of being able to communicate with
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management about the economic feasibility of the investment that is proposed which is what
SEB Kort wishes to accomplish.
Generally, cost-benefit analysis in information security can be done the following way [2]:
The first step is to assign values to the information assets within the company. If it is a
hardware asset, the value can be based on the cost to replace the hardware. If it is software, the
value can be measured by measuring the cost of recreating or recovering the asset or the data
lost. The second step is to estimate the potential loss for each risk. The next step is to estimate
the like likelihood of each risk. The loss in case of an attack should be an upper bound to how
much an organization should spend on security measures. Put simply, the cost for a security
measure should never be more than the potential loss. The likelihood of an attack happening
should also be considered when estimating how much is cost-effective to spend on a security
measure. With all this information, organizations can make rational and efficient choices.
CBA (Cost-Benefit Analysis) has gained popularity in recent years and what was new with CBA
was that it didn’t only calculate loss but also both the costs and the benefit of the security
measure [20]. To be able to make a cost-effective and correct decision, the organization needs to
know the risks of each asset, the value of each asset and the cost of protecting it. IRAM2 in
combination with a CBA-analysis will include all of those aspects. The IRAM2 method will be
used in the beginning to scope and identify which steps should be moved forward into the CBA
analysis phase. The result of the CBA analysis will be used later in the IRAM2 where it is
suited. Where it suits best will be decided during the implementation, possibly phase E. The
methods will complete each other since IRAM2 is needed to scope and identify risks to
calculate on and CBA is needed to calculate and give values and estimations that can be used in
the IRAM2 process.
In this thesis CBA analysis will be used to calculate the costs and benefits for mitigating
significant risks. The way that the CBA analysis will be done is the way that Bojanc et al
(2013:5) have described it in their article. What needs to be calculated in the CBA analysis as
they described it is:
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The probability of a security incident occurring (contains estimated values of the
vulnerability and the threat probability)



The financial loss due to a security incident (contains estimated values of cost of
equipment replacement, cost of repairs, income loss, productivity loss, loss due to noncompliance and indirect losses)



Which risk treatment to choose (reduction, transfer, avoidance or acceptance). That is
measured by considering the probability of an incident occurring and the financial loss
due to that incident, and that is compared to these estimated values:
- maximum risk value that is still acceptable for the organization
- maximum one-time loss that is still acceptable for the organization
- minimum risk value that is still meaningful for the organization



What security measure to choose (preventive, corrective, detective). The security
measures are weighed against each other by calculating the security measure productivity
and the cost of the security measure.



The benefit of the security measure (can be calculated through ROI, NPV or IRR)

Chosen CBA implementation
The chosen CBA method is developed Bojanc et al (2013:5). This is a simplified description of
the equations. Further details about the equations can be found in their article.
Equations 1-8 are about identification and evaluation of the threats and vulnerabilities.

Equation 1 (Probability of a security incident occuring)

This equation calculates the probability of a security incident occurring and gives a value
between 0 and 1. P is the product of the threat probability (T) and the asset vulnerability (v).
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Equation 2 (Financial loss due to a security incident)

Equation 2 calculates the financial loss due to a security incident which L represents. The total
financial loss is dependent on theese variables:
Ls is the cost of equipment replacement
Lr (t) is the price of repairs paid to employees or external contractors to eliminate the
consequences if the security incident and restore the system.
Li (t) is the corporate income loss on the revenue side due to a system or service failure as a
result of the incident.
Lp (t) is the organization productivity loss due to an incident.
LSLA is the loss due to non-compliance with statutory provisions or contractual obligations.
Lindirect are the indirect lossess with potential long-term consequences like damage to reputation,
interruption of business processes, legal liabilities and loss of intellectual property.

Equation 3 (Cost of repairs)

The cost of repairs is calculated by multiplying n, p and t. N represents the number of
employees working to fix the problem. P is the average wage of those employees. tr is the time
required to repair the problem.

Equation 4 (Corporate income loss)

The corporate income loss is calculated by multiplying the following:
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EFi is the reduction of income due to the incident (value between 0 and 1)
The variable i is the average income per time unit.
tr is the time required to repair the problem + td is the time required to detect the incident.

Equation 5 (Productivity loss)

Lp (t) is the productivity loss which is calculated by multiplying the following:
m is the number of employees with limited productivity
EFp represents the reduction of productivity due to the incident (value between 0 and 1)
p represents the average wage of the employees with limited productivity
tr is the time required to repair the problem + td is the time required to detect the incident.

Equation 6 (Financial loss similar to equation 2)

Equation 6 is a detailed view of equation 2-5. The differens is that here, the factors from
equation 2 are grouped by their time dependency.

Equation 7 (Financial loss in monetary units)

Equation 7 is another simplified representation of equations 2-5.
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Equation 8 (Security risk)

Equation 8 is a representation of equations 1-5. Here, the probabillity of a threat incident is
added to equations 2-5. R is the total security risk.
Equations 9-13 is about selecting the appropriate risk treatment.

Equation 9 (Security breach probability)

p is the security breach probability, T is attack probability, v is vulnerability and Cp is the cost of
preventive security measures. The second T is multiplied with vαpCp which is the vulnerability
value with the preventive security measure in place. These multiplied give us the probability of a
security breach.

Equation 10 (Time to repair)

Tr is the time to repair. tr0 is the time needed to repair without the implementation of a security
measure. e is a mathematic variable with the value 2.71. αcCc is investing in a corrective security
measure.

Equation 11 (Time to detect)

td is the time to detect a security incident. e is the same as in the previous equation. αdCd is the
cost of investing in a detective security measure.
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Equation 12 (Fnancial loss including equations 10 & 11)

This is the loss in equation 7 with equation 10 and 11 taken into consideration. I is when the
treatment option is to transfer risk and the insurance company pays the compensation (I) to
cover the loss.

Equation 13 (Security risk including equations 9 and 12)

Taking equation 9 (probability p) and equation 12 (loss L) the quantitative equation for the
security risk (R) from equation 8.

Equations 14-22 is about assessing the investment return and then selection of an optimum
measure.
Equation 14 (Benefit and cost)

The point of a cost benefit analysis is to compair the cost of certain activities with the benefits
that the activity provides. B is benefits and C is costs. The variable B should be greater than C
for the introduction of the security activity to be reasonable.

Equation 15 (Benefit)

The benefits are generally viewed as cost-savings by reducing the probability of an incident or
reducing the consequences. B equal to the risk reduction due to the implementation of a
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security measure. In this equation B is calculated as the difference between the risk levels before
the introduction of security measure R(C).

Equation 16 (ROI)

This equation calculates the return of the investmet. It compares the benefits with the costs and
the result is the investment profitability expressed in percentages, a positive value meaning that
the investment is justified.

Equation 17 (Example of ROI)

Equation 17 is an exmple of equation 16.

Equation 18 (ROI for preventative security measure)

This is how the ROI is calculated with a preventive security measure which reduces the
vulnerability.

Equation 19 (ROI for corrective security measure)

This is how the ROI is calculated with a corrective security measure which reduces the financial
loss.
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Equation 20 (ROI for transfer of risk)

Transfer of risk to for example an insurance company is considered a corrective security
measure since it doesn’t reduce the incident probability, it only mitigates the consequences.This
is another expression of equation 16 with transfer of risk.

Equation 21 (NPV)

In case of long-term investments, NPV is considered to be better. NPV discounts all the
anticipated benefits and costs to current value and the benefits and costs are expressed in a
monetary unit. i is the discount rate. The investment is justified when the result is equal to or
greater than zero.

Equation 22 (IRR)

This calculates the IRR which makes it possible to find the discount rate at which the NPV
equals zero. The IRR sets the discount rate at which the present value of inflows equals the
present level of outflows.

Comparing security measures
The way that CBA is used in this study, the security measures are compared through ROI, NPV
and IRR. Generally, the preferred security measure from an economic view is the one with the
highest ROI, NPV and IRR. The measures can be in favor of different security measures. When
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that happens, the decision will be made on subjective terms. Although for many, the ROI
results are what the decisions are based on. According to a survey done by CSI (2011: 22), 54%
of the respondents use ROI, 22% use NPV and 17% use the IRR [5].

ROI (Return of Investment)
ROI is popular when it comes to measuring business investments. It defines how much an
organization gets for the money that they spent on a certain business investment. When you
compare business investments through ROI, you can calculate on which of the investments give
the organization most value. The indicator is a percentage of the returned investment on a
specified period of time. The way that the ROI is calculated is by dividing the present value of
accumulated net benefits over a certain time with the initial cost of the investment [17].

NPV (Net Present Value)
NPV is the difference between the present value of cash inflows and the present value of cash
outflows over a period of time. A positive NPV means that the investment earns the company
more money than it costs. ROI can be problematic with long time investments and time aspects
and NPV can be used for that purpose. NPV is used to compare benefits and costs during
different time periods. The anticipated benefits and costs are discounted to today’s value. The
benefits and costs are in that case expressed in monetary units such as euro or dollars [5].

IRR (Internal Return Rate)
IRR is used to find the discount rate where NPV equals zero, which means that IRR sets the
discount rate at which the present value of inflows equals the present value of outflows [5].
Mathematically, it is defined as the interest rate that equates the present worth of a series of
cash flows to zero. It can define the return achieved by an investment and it is often viewed as a
way to measure efficiency [23].
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Research method
The research method I have chosen is Action Design Research. The definition of ADR
according to Sein et al., (2011: 7):
“ADR is a research method for generating prescriptive design
knowledge through building and evaluating ensemble IT
artifacts in an organizational setting”. [7, page 40]
ADR deals with two different challenges: Addressing a problem situation in a specific
organization by intervening, evaluating, constructing and evaluating an artifact that addresses
the problems in the encountered situation [7].
I have chosen this research method since it is suitable for the purpose of this thesis. SEB Kort
has encountered a problem what will be addressed in this thesis. I will do so by evaluating there
problem and constructing an artifact that will address their problem. The artifact that will be
the result of this thesis will be a method for conducting structured and cost-effective risk
management which will solve the problem at SEB Kort.
I have chosen ADR because the purpose of this thesis is to combine to methods and propose a
hybrid method that can be used for risk management with a cost-benefit perspective. I have not
found such a method that I can use which is why I will not do a case study in SEB Kort with an
existing method. The coat hanger model will also be used as guidance for how to create theories
from practice; the model will be presented later in further detail in an upcoming section.
The steps in ADR are:
1.

Problem formulation. The problem that this study aims to solve is clearly defined and
based on original sources. The problem has been defined through literature review and
through an interview. One interview is conducted in this step, with the CISO at SEB
Kort.

2.

Building, intervention and evaluation.
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This work has been an iterative process in many ways. The implementation of IRAM2
was an iterative process where we had to go back and forth between the phases to be
able to adjust the result in a way that suited the purpose. It wasn’t decided in the
beginning where to add CBA to IRAM2, this is something that was tested during the
process. I evaluated after each phase of IRAM2 if I had enough information or not to
start with CBA and choose where it suited best. The CBA method was implemented
and evaluated, and then implemented again with changes that solved problems that
where encountered the first time. In the whole process, each phase in IRAM2 or step in
CBA has been evaluated to see if there is any room for improvement or if any changes
need to be done to the methods. The pros and cons have been evaluated to find ways to
improve the methods. The intervention has been done by implementing and “testing”
the two chosen methods at SEB Kort and evaluating how it worked and what can be
changed in those methods to make them better. These steps are documented in a
chronological order. In the evaluation, the CISO will be interviewed. He is the one that
has given me the assignment of doing the risk management work at SEB Kort. The IT
manager will also be involved to be able to objectively evaluate the result and see if it
was useful for SEB Kort. The IT manager is the decision maker when it comes to IT
investments which includes investments in security and is therefore a good candidate
for evaluating the results. The results will be evaluated through interviews with the IT
manager and CISO as well as a documentation of my experiences and conclusions from
working with the methods. The coat hanger model is also used to evaluate the work in
an objective way by providing a clear framework to how it should be done. In this way
the coat hanger model will help with the evaluation step of ADR.
3.

Reflection and learning. This is something that is done continuously during the first
steps of ADR and afterwards. There have been learning and reflections during the
process to be able to change the way of working. Two interviews have been done to get
input for the evaluation. The interviews are with the CISO and IT manager. Those
interviews will provide input about reflections and learning from their perspective.
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4.

Formalization of learning. The problems that have been encountered will be generalized
to the extent possible by building the new method. A set of design principles that can be
used when combining traditional risk management with CBA has been created.

Other methods
“Action research combines theory and practice through change and reflection in an immediate
problematic situation within a mutually acceptable ethical framework”- [25, page 94]
Action research is an iterative process and contains problem diagnosis, action intervention and
reflective learning [25]. Action research could be used for this study since the purpose of action
research is combining practice and research. It is also about implementing research and theories
in to practice which is suitable for this study. Researchers that work with action research help
solve an organizational problem which is what this study aims to do. The reason that action
design wasn’t chosen is because the way that I will try to solve an organizational problem is
through design, which is not the expected result of action research. ADR includes designing an
artifact to solve a problem in an organization, which is what this study is seeking to do and that
is the reason ADR is chosen.
With quantitative research, the aim is to determine the relationship between things in a
population. Quantitative approaches can be either descriptive or experimental. For an accurate
estimate of a relationship between different variables in descriptive research, there usually needs
to be a sample of hundreds or even thousands of subjects [24]. Getting data from hundreds or
thousands of people does not suit the purpose of this study, which needs a more detailed in
depth analysis. Quantitative research is about quantifying relationships and often providing
statistics [24]. This study is about getting a deep understanding of risk management methods
and the result is expected to be evaluations and design, rather than statistics which is the case
for quantitative studies. A quantitative approach would not be suited for evaluating methods
since I will need to go in depth to be able to analyze the methods and find ways to combine and
improve them.
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Figure 5, Coat hanger model

Coat hanger model
The coat hanger model that is developed by Päivärinta and Smolander [27] will be used as a
guideline for evaluating the implementation done to get an objective and scientific evaluation.
The coat hanger model is a process of building theories from practices. It was developed for
software engineering but can be used generally for creating theories. The model builds on six
main concepts that are used to build theories: learning, a practice, development context,
rationale, impact and theory. The coat hanger model can be used as an analytical tool for
discussing a hypothesis and developing a theory. The model will in this case be used as a
guideline to develop a theory (the hybrid method) and to have an analytical way to evaluate it.
Depending on the purpose and how the work is being conducted, the process can start in
different stages of the coat hanger model.

Practice/practicing
In the dictionary, the definition of practice is “something people do regularly” [29]. In an
organizational context, it can be defined as the organizations routine use of knowledge,
especially “know-how” [31]. There is a concept of “best practice” which means the best routine
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for use of knowledge, and that means that lessons learned from practice can be transferred
between organizational contexts and over time. According to Päivärinta and Smolander
(2013:27) practice descriptions and definitions can be useful when it comes to analyzing current
actions in context and being able to learn from them.

Espoused practice/adopting
The espoused practice is what is being developed or created. The practice is the starting point
and what is expected to be adopted. For many reasons, the implementation is not always
performed as planned and the actual implementation and what is actually done is the espoused
practice.

Rationale/rationalizing
Rationale is both useful for modification and argumentation of the methods used in an
organization and for understanding an organization’s practices in general. Rationale can be
used to justify the use of a practice.

Lessons learned/learning
The coat hanger model is based on the general idea of learning. The definition of learning used
is in an ISD context is that to be able to learn from practice, we have to identify or assume
causal relationships between actions during ISD and the desired outcomes [28]. Learning can
be defined as “The acquisition of knowledge or skills through study, experience, or being taught.” [30,
page]

Impact/ evaluating
Every organization needs to evaluate to be able to learn from their experiences. The impacts of
the practices need to be analyzed. The impacts of the previous practices can be used as input for
adjusting the practices [27].
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Theories/theorizing
All of the concepts mentioned earlier are needed for creating and evaluating theories.
According to Päivärinta and Smolander (2013:27) it is useful to analyze the practice and try to
produce predictive theories, with regard to their impact on processes and contexts.

Why CBA and IRAM2?
The reason that I choose IRAM2 as a risk management method was mainly because SEB has
chosen it as a method for their risk management work. One of my purposes is to help SEB Kort
with their risk management work and since they wanted me to use IRAM2, in chose to do so.
IRAM2 is a complete end-to-end risk management methodology that covers all steps in the risk
management process and is widely used in the industry. During an interview with the CISO at
SEB Kort, the CISO described that they use IRAM2 because it is a widely used standard and
because they are members of ISF which have developed the method. However, IRAM2 is a
method that is similar to other risk assessment methods and contains the steps that should be
included in risk assessment according to Alberts and Dorofee (2002: 18). IRAM2 is used as an
example of a traditional risk assessment method and can be replaced with a similar method
since the general concepts and steps will be the same.
IRAM2 lacks an extensive economic aspect to not only get the best result from a security point
of view but also make sure that the result is cost-effective for the organization. The reason that I
choose the CBA method by Bojanc et al (2013:5) is because it is one of the few CBA methods
that are dedicated for information security risk management and because it is a comprehensive
method that provides a detailed analysis and covers many economic aspects of risk management
work. Recently, CBA is becoming a popular method that is applied to assessment of computerrelated risks. It is well established in other fields such as microeconomics and management
accounting theory.
The usefulness in CBA comes from the fact that it can be used to determine estimated levels of
expenditure that is appropriate for protecting assets based on their value [21]. Adding CBA to a
more traditional method such as IRAM2 will add the economic incentives needed for
management to further invest in security measures. On top of the comprehensive assessment
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and information that IRAM2 provides, the economic benefits of investing in security measures
will become clear.

Delimitations
The risk management only includes risks at SEB Kort and not the rest of SEB, due to limits in
time and resources. The bank has over 15.000 employees (around half of them in Sweden) and
many different departments that work very differently. Therefore, I have chosen to only work
with one department, which is SEB Kort. The main focus has been on risks that are in some
way related to information security. Since SEB Kort is a financial institution, there are several
other risks such as financial risks that are relevant, which have not been considered in this
research. Only information security risks have been in scope, which can also be affected by the
fact that SEB Kort is a financial institution.
There has not been a focus on risks that are associated with software management and
development. I have not gone into detail in each system because has not been doable within the
time frames set for this research. For that reason, the risks that occur when developing a system
has not been analyzed either. The evaluation is based on the systems that exist within SEB Kort
today, in that they currently are in. The risk management was done on a specific project chosen
by the CISO. The systems that have been in scope are the ones that are affected by the project
being evaluated.
Some significant risks to address have been chosen together with the CISO at SEB Kort. Those
risks where found trough implementing IRAM2. One of the purposes of this paper is to help
SEB Kort with their risk management work and therefore, the CISO has had a big role in
choosing which risks to focus on based on the organization’s needs and his knowledge about
the. The costs and benefits of those risks have been through CBA. There are a lot of risks for an
organization like SEB Kort due to the sensitive data that they have and because it is such an IT
heavy organization. Because of that and time limitations, some significant risks to analyze will
be chosen and some of the risks will be out of scope. The focus has been on risks with high
vulnerabilities that IRAM2 shows need to be mitigated.
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Expected results
The expected results are both practical improvements for SEB Kort and also a contribution to
the research field. The expected practical results at SEB Kort is that they will get help with
starting to adopt a risk management method and that they can start their part in the journey
that SEB as a whole is going through with finding a common way of working with information
security risk management. The unified way of working is expected to lead to better
communication between departments and with management about security investments.
Always using the same standards and methods in risk management will also lead to more even
quality in the results and it will not be as dependent on the person conducting the risk
management. The method will be tailored to fit real organizational needs and simplified where
it needs so that organizations will have a better chance at being able to adopt it in practice.
In the theoretical field, the study is expected to provide a hybrid method that has the benefits
of IRAM2 and CBA and that can be useful in the information security field in general and not
limited to financial institutions. Using CBA together with a more traditional comprehensive
information security risk management method will fill a knowledge gap in the field.

Risks


The equations in the CBA analysis being too complex



The values needed in the CBA analysis will be difficult to estimate



Difficulties in getting the time needed from the involved employees at SEB Kort, mainly
the CISO



Difficulties in scoping which risks to involve and choosing risks to calculate in CBA
analysis



Difficult to get a good overview of the risks at SEB Kort due to lack of work in the area
before and many different risks depending on where in the organization you look
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There will not be enough time to go through the CBA analysis for several risks



Problems with combining two methods that are not meant to be used together

Some of these risks are difficult to prevent. To avoid problems with the CBA analysis I am
trying to prepare as much as I can by going through the steps in the analysis and making sure
they are doable. There is always a risk with estimating values and the difficulty to set them to a
precise value. That will with all certainty occur in this case and it is an issue that is difficult to
solve in the frames of this thesis. It can be handled by accepting that the values we estimate
won’t always be completely and can’t be expected to be.
The CISO at SEB Kort will be helpful in getting an overview of the risks and choosing which
risks are significant and should be in scope. It also depends on which risks they are interested in
having in scoping because of their business interests. There can be problems with combining
the methods since they have different suggestions on how to execute some of the steps in risk
management. I might be able to combine the methods and get a more valuable than I would if
I only used one of them. My conclusion might also be that the two methods are not suited to be
used together.
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Result
The following is a presentation with results of the implementation of IRAM2 and CBA. There
are also descriptions of how each step was implemented. The evaluation of the implementation
that was conducted through interviews with the organization is also presented. There is a
suggestion for a hybrid method and a description of how that method works.

IRAM2
Phase A: Scoping

Figure 6, View of information flow being assessed

This figure is a technical view of the flow that is being assessed. The parts within the green lines
are the parts that will be in scope. The rest of the information flow is left unchanged and wil
therefore not be assessed.
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Figure 7, New flow introduced

Figure 7 illustrates the new information flow with virtual cards being introduced and that is
being assessed. CSP is the vendor service settlement platform.
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Figure 8, Profiling environment part 1

Figure 9, Profiling environment part 2
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Step 1, developing a profile for the environment is shown in figure 8 and 9. This phase was
conducted together with the CISO at SEB Kort and the IT architect from the project. The
CISO was helpful with profiling the environment since he has a holistic view of the
organization and the security situation. The step was about seeing the organization and the
country and environment that the organization exists in from a risk point of view. The
questions were at a very high level meaning that it does not dive into any details. In our case,
this step did not provide any relevant information for the risk assessment of this particular
process. In my opinion, this is relevant when you want to do a risk assessment of an
organization in general. This is a relevant evaluation to do for all organization but does not
need to be a part of the risk assessment of each specific process. If it is used in a more level risk
assessment like mine, it can be re-used for the coming assessments since it is at such a high level
and describes the organization in general. The phase was done without any problems or
difficulties but didn’t provide much valuable information either.
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Figure 10, Scope of the assessment

Step 2, scoping the assessment is shown in figure 12 and 13. This step was done together with
the IT architect of the project and the CISO. This step was necessary to define boundaries on
what to assess and not start a risk assessment that would become too big to handle. When
scoping we left out the systems that wouldn’t be changed or affected by this new information
flow. The authorization and integration systems are complex and fragile systems and need to be
risk assessed individually. Their part of the information flow will be the same as before and we
choose to only take the systems that will be changed in any way into scope. In this phase, we
also identified key stakeholders, which were valuable for the next steps where their input was
needed. Their names have been removed for integrity purposes.
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Phase B: Business Impact Analysis

Figure 11, BIA Confidentiality
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Figure 12, BIA Integrity
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Figure 13, BIA Availability

In this phase, I got help from an SEB Kort IT architect, the CISO and most of all the business
SME. The information assets involved in the flow were identified. Every information asset was
assessed through different perspectives. We looked at the confidentiality, integrity and
availability of the data to determine the business impact through those perspectives. We have
identified consequences with data not being confidential, correct or available. The
consequences are operational, reputational, legal and financial. Health and safety consequences
are also included in the original BIA as IRAM2 intended but was not relevant for this BIA
since there were no such consequences identified. This phase lays the groundwork for the rest
of the risk assessment. We identify what we are trying to protect and why. We also identify what
can happen if we don’t protect it properly, both in a realistic scenario and in a worst case
scenario. This phase took a bit of time to do and both people with technology and business
skill need to be involved. However, the phase is necessary to continue with the risk assessment
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and be aware of the assets the risk assessment wishes to protect. The health and safety impacts
where determined not to be relevant for this project and therefor they are all not applicable. In
the figures above, I have shown the BIA with system documentation as an example. The BIA is
done for all information assets. Because system documentation was one of our less vulnerable
information assets, I have used it to show how the BIA was done.

Phase C: Threat Profiling

Figure 14, Threat profiles that were included
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Figure 15, Threat profiles that were excluded

This phase was done in collaboration with the CISO, and we had some help from one of the
developers that has been involved in the project. In the figures above, I have shown the threat
profiles that we used. All of the threat profiles shown are from IRAM2 material. We chose to
use the threat profiles as is for accidental and adversarial threats and didn’t add or remove
anything. We did however not include the environmental threats because we chose to leave
environmental threats and threat events out of scope in the previous phases. This is because we
feel that environmental risks should be considered for the whole organization on a higher level
and not for a specific project. We also do not operate in a country where natural disasters
occur. Not to say that it is impossible but we didn’t feel that it was relevant for this risk
assessment. In my opinion, doing a risk assessment for environmental risks should be done
separately and on a higher level, for the entire organization.
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The CISO and I profiled the threats and their attributes based on our knowledge of these
threats and their interest in us. The threat profiles are analyzed based on history, culture,
privilege and competence. This phase can also be considered general and can be re-used in
other projects in the same organization. It is a good way to get an overview of the adversarial
threats but it also highlights the accidental threats that might get forgotten otherwise.
In this phase we also chose which threat events are relevant to our project that we are
evaluating. ISF then creates a prioritization list of threat profiles based on the attributes we have
listed and creates values for their likelihood of initiation and threat strength. Then, the threat
profiles are mapped with the chosen threat events. We also mapped the information assets that
can be impacted by each threat event. This is very helpful because it lets us prioritize and focus
on the right things in a systematic and objective way. The result of this step was that we got an
understanding of the threats and their related threat events and also how they could affect our
different information assets. The threat events that required higher threat strength than the
threats actually had are excluded because those threats wouldn’t occur according to this
method.

Phase D: Vulnerability assessment

Figure 16, Example of control effectiveness
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Figure 17, Example of control strength

In this phase, I got help from the same people as in the last phase, the CISO and the developer.
We have assessed our effectiveness with different controls to determine how vulnerable we are
to different threat events. The controls are from a list in the IRAM2 materials. ISF has a list of
controls that are linked to each threat event to show which threat events the control mitigates.
The result from this step is essential to figuring out where we need to improve our controls and
security mechanisms, which is one of the most important outputs of the risk assessment. Each
control that is relevant for the prioritized threat events are evaluated. In the picture above, an
example is shown on a control and its chosen control effectiveness. The control strength is then
set for each risk and where the control strength is low and it is linked to an in scope threat
event, a vulnerability is found. An example of this is found in the second picture above.

Phase E: Risk Evaluation

Figure 18, Columns in risk evaluation

This phase has been done without involvement from the organization. With the information I
gathered in the previous step and the knowledge I have of the organization, I felt comfortable
doing it alone. This step summarizes the information from the previous steps and formulates
the final risks. In the picture above I have shown what information there is about each risk.
Because the information in this step contains details about the risks, I have chosen not to show
an example containing information. Most of the data is derived from previous steps and some
are set manually based on the summarized information about the risk and the control strength.
The residual risk rating is the output of this step and is also the base for the next step.
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Phase F: Risk Treatment

Figure 19, Columns in risk treatment

This step was done in collaboration with the CISO. We determined for each risk if it exceeds
the risk appetite or not. Then we decided which treatment option to choose. The options for
treatment are mitigate, accept, avoid or transfer. There was also a possibility to write the status
and who the owner of the actions is. We also wrote a target date for when the actions should be
done according to us. This is the final step in IRAM2 and is what concludes all the work done
previously. IT was good that we had to determine the person responsible when the deadline is.
This prevented the risk assessment only being something that lies in a desktop drawer and
never leads to any activities. However we will have to follow up on the activities to make sure
that the activities are done by the deadline. Phase E and F are done iteratively. In phase E the
risks that need to be mitigated are identified and in phase F the decision should be made
regarding which risk treatment to choose. Here, there is a need to go back and forth between
phase E and F to see which control measures are related to that risk, which controls do we need
to improve and which ones are economically effective.

CBA
The values are set based on conversations with representatives of the organization. Some of the
values are fictive due to confidentiality. The threat that I have chosen to evaluate with CBA is
“Insert malware into information systems” because it was the highest prioritized risk in the
result from IRAM2.

Calculating the risk
Case Study
This case study is mostly based on the equations. Some of the values are set in this step such as
max/min risk. The result is to be considered fictitious due to the confidentiality in the true
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numbers. This case study is only here to present the principles of how to calculate and evaluate
the benefits and returns on investments made.
Maximum risk Rmax = €100,000/year
Maximum loss Lmax = €500,000
Minimum risk Rmin = €10/year

• v = 0.1
• T = 0.6
• ρ =0.06
• tr0 = 16 hours
• td0 = 2 hours
• L1 = €80 /hour
• L2 = €27/hour
• L3 = €360.000
• L = €361.345,72

Measure A – Antivirus
Cost assessment
Initial cost: €10.000
Annual upgrade: €200
Annual maintenance: €100
Productivity: 0.8
Economic evaluation
Year

Discount rate

Benefits

0

Purchase and

Maintenance

upgrade costs

costs

10.000

1

0.05

20813.52

200

100

2

0.05

20813.52

200

100
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3

0.05

20813.52

200

100

Measure B – Security testing
Cost assessment
Initial cost: €0
Annual upgrade: €3000
Annual maintenance:
Productivity: 0.9
Economic evaluation
Year

Discount rate

Benefits

0

Purchase and

Maintenance

upgrade costs

costs

0

1

0.05

23415.21

3000

0

2

0.05

23415.21

3000

0

3

0.05

23415.21

3000

0

Equation 1
The first equation is about calculating P (probability of a security incident occurring). T is the
threat probability, in IRAM2 called likelihood of initiation. IRAM2 has shown that for this
threat, the Loi is high. Taking that into consideration together with information about how
often malicious individuals try to infect us with malware, the value of T is set to 0,6 (T should
be between 0 and 1). v is the vulnerability and is set by taking the control strength of IRAM2
into account together with information about past attacks and success rates. V is also a value
between 0 and 1 where 0 is completely secure. V is set to 0,1.

T = 0,6
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v = 0,1
ρ = 0,6 * 0,1
ρ = 0,06

Equation 2

L is the financial loss due to a security incident. To calculate it, the other values must be set
first. They will be calculated in the next equations (3-7).
Ls = €10.000

Equation 3

n = 12
p = € 80/h
tr = 16 h
Lr (t) = 12 * 80 * 16
Lr (t) = €15360
The cost of repairs will be €15630 in total.

Equation 4

EFi = 0,001
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i = € 1500/h
tr = 16h
td = 2h

Li (t) = 27
This means that the corporate income loss is € 27/h.

Equation 5

m = 12
EFp = 0,6
pʹ= € 80/h
tr = 16h
td = 2h
Lp (t) = 10368
The productivity loss is €10368/h.

Equation 6

LSLA = €100.000
LIndirect = €250.000
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(12*80+0,001*(1500+12)*0,06*80) * 16 + (0,001*(1500+12)*0,6*80) * 2 + 10000 + 100000 +
250000= 227,57+ 118,2 + 360000 = 361345,72
L= €361.345,72

Equation 7

This is a simplified version of equation 6, L is still €361.345,72.

Equation 8

R= ρ*L = 0.06 * 361345.72 = €26.016,9
The total risk for the project being evaluated is €26.016,9.

Selecting the optimum measure
The security measures we have choosen is anti-virus and security testing which are labeled as
preventative security measures. Therefore, some of the equations for other types of security
measures will be skipped. The calculations in the coming section are the ones for preventive
security measures. The equations for preventive, detective and transferring risk will not be
calculated. Further on, the calculations will be done twice, once for each security measure.

Measure A - Antivirus:
Equation 18
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This equation will be modified since it was discovered that the specified conditions for
equation 9. Which this equation is built upon, was not satisfied even though it was claimed.
The following condition:

Is not true. Since α and C > 0 this condition will not converge towards 0 if CP → ∞.
Therefore the benefit:

Will be calculated using this equation instead:
B = ALE0 - ALES
ALE0 = L* ARO
ALES = (1 – r) ALE0
ARO = ρ
r = Risk reduction, 1 > r > 0
r for Antivirus will be set to 0.8 meaning that the risk will be reduced by 80% by implementing
Antivirus.
B= 26016.9 – ((1-0.8) 361.345,72)
B= 20813.52
ROI = B-CP/CP
ROI = 20813,52-10000/10000
ROI = 1,08 = 108%
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Equation 21

i = 0.05
n=4
B = 20813,52
C = 10000
Ca=300
NPV = (20813,52 – 10000)/(1+0.05)1 + (20813,52 – 300)/(1+0.05)2 + (20813,52 –
300)/(1+0.05)3 + (20813,52 – 300)/(1+0.05)4 = 10298 + 18606 + 17720 + 16876
NPV = 63500

Equation 22

IRR = 1.829

Measure B– Security Testing:
Equation 18

The benefit:
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Will be calculated using this equation instead:
B = ALE0 - ALES
ALE0 = L* ARO
ALES = (1 – r) ALE0
ARO = ρ
r = Risk reduction, 1 > r > 0
r for Security Testing will be set to 0.9 meaning that the risk will be reduced by 90% by
implementing Antivirus.
B= 26016.9 – ((1-0.9) 26016.9)
B= 23415.21
ROI = B-CP/CP
ROI = 23415.21-3000/3000
ROI = 6,8 = 680%

Equation 21

i = 0.05
n=4
B = 23415.21
C = 3000
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NPV = (23415.21– 3000)/(1+0.05)1 + (23415.21 – 3000)/(1+0.05)2 + (23415.21–
3000)/(1+0.05)3 + (23415.21– 3000)/(1+0.05)4 =72391
NPV = 72391

Equation 22

IRR = 1.925

CBA result
Measure

ROI

NPV

IRR

A (antivirus)

108%

€63500

182.9%

B (security testing)

680%

€72391

192.5%

In the result of the equations we can see that both of the security investments showed positive
ROI, NPV and IRR values. The results show the profitability of each security measure. The
ROI for both security measures say that it is an economically justified investment. NPV which
compares benefits and costs and also has the time aspect also says that the investments are
economically justified. The security measure with the best results is measure B so if one should
be choosen between the two, it should be security testing. Security measure B got the best result
in all three measurements which shows that even though both are economically justified,
investing in security measure B is better, at least from an economic viewpoint. It is also clear
that both security measures can be viewed as economically justified investments. If the result of
one or more measurements would be negative, it would show that it might not be economically
feasible to invest in that specific security measure.
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Coat hanger model
The coat hanger model will here be used to evaluate and theorize the conclusions of the
implementation process.

Development context
The development context has been described earlier in the literature review and in the
descriptions of SEB Kort and the problems and situation there. In the theoretical area, there is
not much that is pre-defined when it comes to combining traditional risk management with
economic risk management. Since they are usually used separately, there is a knowledge gap.
However, there are a lot of studies about different ways of conducting risk management and
some about CBA. In SEB Kort, the context is that risk management in information security is
not being conducted regularly in a standardized way. The focus has been on financial risks and
other business risks. The organization wishes to start with information security risk
management in a standardized way. Since the proposed process will not replace an existing
process, not much is pre-defined. The organization is used to concepts like the importance of
proper risk management and that risks should be mitigated. However, they are not used to
conducting the risk management in a standardized and controlled way in the level that the
information security team wishes they would.

Practice/practicing
In this case, the practices that have been found from previous research and organizations are
the IRAM2 and CBA methods for risk management. Other research and methods for risk
assessment have also been input to this work. Those practices were studied in the literature
review process to highlight general terms and processes within risk management and also
problems with the existing processes. The IRAM2 and CBA methods have been described
earlier and how they are described by their authors is how they are expected to be implemented.
The expected practice is to take the methods as they are but to add CBA in a certain step of the
IRAM2 process. Some of the results from IRAM2 will be used as input to the CBA
calculations.
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Espoused practice/adopting
The espoused practice is the hybrid method that is created from IRAM2 and CBA. Two
existing practices and other pre-known practices have been used as input to the new espoused
practice. Both methods have to a large extent been implemented in their original form, with
some changes. The biggest change from the previous practices is that the two methods have in
previous cases been used separately and they have not been combined, practitioners and
literature have focused one or the other. They have been used to produce input to each other
and in that way get a more qualified result. Some minor changes have also been made to the
methods, specifically to IRAM2. This means that the espoused practice does differ from
previous practices. The plan was to combine the methods and use output from IRAM2 to CBA
and vice versa. In that perspective, both methods have to a large extent been implemented as it
was planned. Some minor changes were made to IRAM2 that were not initially planned for.

Rationale/rationalizing
The rationale to work with risk management is generally to get control over risks and to be able
to make strategic investments and identify what to mitigate. The rationale of adopting the
hybrid method is to get all of those benefits but to also make sure that the investments are costeffective. Depending on the evaluation and what value the implementation gives for the
organization, a new rationale might be that only information security aspects or economic
aspects by themselves aren’t sufficient and that the combination gives more meaningful results.

Lessons learned/learning
To learn from a certain set of actions requires that the actions are treated as “experiments” that
generate evidence by testing theories [28]. In this case, the experiment is implementing IRAM2
and CBA (the selected “theories-in-use”). By implementing and testing those theories and
evaluating the impact of them, conclusions can be drawn. Those conclusions can be used as
input for upcoming risk management implementations.

Impact/ evaluating
The impact of the previous practices (IRAM2 and CBA) will be evaluated through the
experiment of implementing those practices. The impacts of the previous practices will be used
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as input on how to adjust those practices into the hybrid method. To evaluate the impact of
the practice and the espoused practice, a few interviews with selected stakeholders will be
conducted. My own experiences from the implementation will also be documented and I will
do my own evaluation of how I experienced using the methods combined.

Theories/theorizing
The theory that will be created from practice is the hybrid method that is created. The hybrid
method will be a new theory that is created based on earlier practices and based on adopting
those practices and “experimenting”.

Suggested hybrid method
My goal has been to find a way to combine a traditional risk assessment method with a CBA to
get a result that has both the information security perspective and the economic and effective
perspective. This is what will provide a valuable and useable result that decision makers can
make decisions based upon. Only having an information security perspective or only seeing the
costs of measures without analyzing the need for it will not be sufficient for managers to be able
to make the correct decisions. I choose to combine CBA with IRAM2, and also made some
small changes to IRAM2. The changes I made are based on my experience from implementing
the method and based on the interviews I have conducted. The purpose of all the smaller
changes is to make the implementation easier and erase unnecessary steps.
The suggested method is based on IRAM2 but with changes made to the method. The changes
are for two purposes; to simplify and to introduce the economic perspectives.
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Figure 20, Suggested hybrid method

Phase A: Scoping
In this phase, I have removed the profiling of the environment. For most organizations, dealing
with natural disasters such as tsunamis and earth quakes are a separate process and not
something that should be handled in each separate risk assessment. It is mostly static
information and on a higher level than this risk assessment is done. Those risks should be
handled, but in a separate forum.
A1. Develop the scope for the assessment
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Phase B: Business Impact Assessment
This phase has remained unchanged.
The steps in this phase are:
B1. Identify the information assets
B2. Assess business impact

Phase C: Threat Profiling
Because the environmental perspective is being left for other forums to discuss and on a higher
level, the environmental threat category is also removed from this phase. Otherwise, the step is
unchanged.
The steps included are:
C1. Populate the threat landscape
C2. Profile threats
C3. Produce a prioritized threat landscape
C4. Scope and map the threat events
C5. Identify and map the information assets impacted by each threat event

Phase D: Vulnerability Assessment
This step is unchanged.
D1. Identify vulnerabilities and related controls
D2. Assess the effectiveness of identified controls
D3. Determine the control strength for each combination of threat event and component
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Phase E: Risk Evaluation
This phase is changed from the original IRAM2 setup. In this phase, I have added the CBA
calculations. I have chosen to add them in this phase because the output of the previous phases
(mostly step D but also the other previous phases) are needed for the CBA calculations to be
correct and not be based on a qualified guess. The vulnerability for a specific risk is used to set a
vulnerability level in CBA. The result from CBA is also needed in the next phase which is why
it needs to be done before. The result from CBA will tell whether the security controls to
choose from are economically effective or not. The result of the CBA is valuable decision
support that helps in choosing risk treatment plan for each risk.
The steps are:
E1. Derive the likelihood of success
E2. Derive the residual likelihood
E3. Determine the residual business impact rating
E4. Derive the residual risk rating
E5. Calculate CBA (input from step previous steps)

Phase F: Risk Treatment
The steps in this phase are mostly remaining unchanged. The only change is that when
choosing risk treatment for each risk, we now have information to help us make a more
qualified decision. Thanks to the CBA, we now which treatments/security controls that are
economically feasible and therefore we can choose the risk treatment that is most effective from
both a security and economic perspective.
The steps of the final phase are:
F1. Evaluate each risk against the risk appetite
F2. Create a risk treatment plan (input from CBA)
F3. Execute the risk treatment plan and validate results
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Design principles
As a result of this study, some design principles will be created that can be used in risk
assessments that require financial indicators.
1. The work should start with conducting a traditional risk assessment method that suits the
organization. When the risks are identified and the security measures that can be used to
mitigate those risks are decided upon, that is when CBA should be conducted. In IRAM2 this
is in relation to phase E and F, but most risk assessment methods have corresponding steps.
2. More traditional methods such as IRAM2 or others can be used as indications on what
values to put in for some variables in CBA such as threat probability and vulnerability.
Traditional risk assessments identify those values which are needed as input in CBA. If this is
conducted, there is a systematic way to identify those values instead of best guesses based on
how much organizational knowledge the assessor has.
3. Going through the risks that need to be mitigated and choosing the security measure that
should be used to mitigate that risk should be done iteratively. This is where CBA is most
valuable and helps with conducting the traditional risk assessment. CBA provides the financial
aspect that is an important part of choosing the best security measure.
4. Combining traditional risk management (IRAM2 or other similar method) with financial
risk management can provide results that are valuable for decision making. The financial
effectiveness of a security investment is essential information when communicating with
decision makers and trying to convince them regarding certain investments. The result of the
CBA is used as decision support and support for communication with management.

ADR implementation
ADR has been implemented through following the steps that are suggested in the method and
creating the hybrid method for combining traditional risk management with economic
equations. Besides creating the method, more generalized design principles have been created.
They can be used with other methods than the ones suggested in this study which makes them
more usable and general. The work has been an iterative process and the design principles have
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been revised throughout the work and adjusted based on the lessons that have been learned
from implementing the methods.
The coat hanger model which is also an iterative process has been used to meet the evaluation
criteria of ADR while still working in an iterative manner. Based on the ADR method, a clear
problem was formulated based that needed intervention to be solved. The intervention was
when the methods were implemented and tested in the organization to try and solve both a
practical and a theoretical problem.
The building part of ADR was the process of creating the hybrid method and the design
principles. The hybrid method is based on IRAM2 and CBA which have both been changed in
the building process through implementing, reviewing, evaluating and then drawing
conclusions about if there is any way to improve them. They have also been connected with
each other to result in one cohesive method.
Reflecting and learning has been done throughout the process both individually and by
interviewing stakeholders. I have received help with implementing IRAM2 and CBA and
received input during the implementation process about how they perceive the method and if
they see any problems with it. The reflections and input from stakeholders have been a big part
in creating the design principles. The design principles are an attempt at generalizing the
knowledge gained through the study and providing a result that can be used regardless of choice
of method.

Discussion and conclusion
This is the chapter where the result is evaluated and discussed. There will also be conclusions
drawn based on the implementation process, theory study and interviews.

Evaluating methods
In this section, the methods will be evaluated through own reflections based on
implementation and interviews with stakeholders.
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Discussion
IRAM2 is a relatively complex risk assessment methodology. The developers of the method
promise simplicity and a practical approach to risk management. I would argue that there are
simpler risk management approaches. In my opinion, the advantage of IRAM2 is not simplicity.
The advantage is rather that it is very holistic from a security point of view and easy to use. It is
clear what the meaning of each step is and how the phases relate to each other. It is a simple
approach if we only compare it to complex risk management methods that include a lot of
different aspects. There are other simpler approaches that don’t take as many aspects into
consideration.
Getting valuable results from IRAM2 takes time and requires involvement from different parts
of the organization. When including CBA and using the hybrid method, it adds an extra level
of complexity. There has to be discussions within each organization to conclude if it is worth it
to invest the time to get control over their risks and security investments. If it is worth it then
there should be discussions on how and when to do the risk assessments. They can be done
with a regular time interval or in combination with big projects or changes.
Essentially, the goal at SEB Kort is to get the risks under control and mitigate what needs to be
mitigated. The security investments always need to be prioritized together with all the other
activities in the organization. There are many projects and investments that compete regarding
resources. This is one of the reasons that traditional risk management needs to be combined
with CBA, so that the financial benefits of prioritizing the security measure that mitigates risk
can be presented.
The other option is to choose which security measure to invest in solely based on the
effectiveness of the security measure from a risk mitigating perspective. The previous studies
show that economic incentives to invest in security measures becoming an increasingly essential
part of mitigating risks. There is a challenge for security professionals to receive the resources
and investments needed to mitigate the risks that they have identified. The previous studies and
this study as well show that the financial aspects are a key to convincing management to invest.
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Therefore, my conclusion is that solely focusing on effectiveness from a security perspective and
not including a financial aspect is not sufficient.
I suggest that the modifications I did to the CBA method used is considered when doing CBA
since in my opinion, equation 18 did not work to get a usable result. The value of the risk
before and after the security measure became the same which it isn’t supposed to. The changes
where to how ROI and benefits where calculated.
IRAM2 is a well-known and used widely in the information security industry. However, there
are a lot of organizations that use other risk assessment methods with other advantages and
disadvantages. The point of this study is not to widen the use of IRAM2 but to show that
traditional risk management methods can be combined with CBA to get a better result. IRAM2
has been used as an example to portray that point. In traditional risk assessment in general, the
vulnerabilities are assessed and the risks that need to be mitigated are identified. The final step
in general is to create a risk treatment plan and decide what security measures to invest in if
any. Other options can be to leave things as they are, transfer or outsource risk etc. In any case
that a security measure is to be chosen to invest in, CBA can be used to identify which ones are
economically feasible to invest in. This provides valuable input when it comes to choosing
security measure. It is also valuable information that can be used to convince management to
invest in the chosen security measures.

Interviews
Two interviews have been conducted for the evaluation. The CISO and IT manager at SEB
Kort have been interviewed to evaluate how helpful the implementation of the hybrid method
has been for them and their organization. The CISO has been involved in the process and has
also been the one requesting a risk assessment, therefor the questions asked will be different.
The interviews have been recorded and transcribed but the originals will not be posted since
some parts have been left out for security reasons.
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CISO
The CISO had been involved in some of the phases in the risk assessment and has been the one
requesting a risk assessment for the specific project. He has also wanted help to introduce
IRAM2 in SEB Kort and to implement it. He asked for an implementation in the specific
project to test and see how it worked and how IRAM2 can be used in the organization. In the
interview, I asked how the implementation went and if he thinks that this can be useful for SEB
Kort in the future. I also asked in what way this risk assessment has benefited him and the risk
management at SEB Kort. The CBA method will also be evaluated in the interview.
The CISO thinks that it is very good that we have done an extensive risk assessment which is
something he wants more focus on. He felt that IRAM2 was suitable for our organization and
our purposes which he has stated since before the implementation. He did feel that there were
some steps that where unnecessary for doing a risk assessment on a project. The environmental
perspectives are dealt with by other groups and in other forums. He had pointed this out early
in the process and therefor, those aspects where removed.
The CISO wants IRAM2 to become the standard risk assessment method used in this
organization. He wants it to be used in every new project before it is released in production. He
also wants our internal applications to be assessed through IRAM2 yearly. He stated that for
bigger project (projects resulting in big changes in our applications or processes) he would like
CBA to be used as a routine. Performing those tasks should be the responsibility of the
information security department. However he does point out that this will be difficult from a
resource perspective and that is the reason that it only should be done in relation to big
changes. He thinks that the results from the CBA are useful but that it should only be used
when there is a possibility to make an investment. Those situations can be when we find very
high risks that need to be mitigated or when there is a big project that has a lot of financial
resources allocated. In those situations, CBA can be used to choose what security measure to
invest in and to provide concrete economic information to the decision makers so that they can
make a qualified decision and see the economic benefits of their security investments.
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He is the one that argues for the security investments at SEB Kort and has to convince
management to invest in the security measure that he proposes. He states that it is valuable to
be able to show the financial incentives of the investments. That management can see clearer
that there is a financial gain in the proposed investments. However, he does think that the
CBA is time consuming if it isn’t done in an automated tool and wishes that such tool can be
used if one is invented instead of using resources to do the calculations. The result is useful and
in some cases even necessary but there is some problems with reaching that result if there is a
lack of resources or lack of knowledge in mathematical equations.

IT manager
The IT manager was not involved in requesting or implementing a risk assessment method. He
thinks that those issues are important and wants risk assessment to be done continuously, but
has delegated this to the information security department. He got involved after the
implementation when it was time to discuss the results and what to mitigate. Mitigating risks is
a financial issue and he is the one that needs to improve the costs and investments.
He thought that it made it a lot easier for him to make decisions when we could present the
economic perspectives of the different security measures that could be used to mitigate our
risks. It was easier for him to decide if it was an economically smart investment and if it is
something he should prioritize or not. He was also pleased that he could see that it would not
only be a cost but would also save him money in the long term. Even though this is something
that we always try to communicate, he thought that it really went through for him when he
could see the numbers and see that we actually had done the math.
There are both advantages and disadvantages with using a hybrid model between IRAM2 and
CBA. The clear advantage is that it takes more time since it is both the traditional and the
economic aspects need to be considered. The economic equations need to be done by someone
who has knowledge of the costs and incomes of the organization, and preferably knowledge in
economics. Finding someone who has time to do these calculations can be difficult, and it
makes it more difficult that the person would require skills and knowledge that not everyone
has. The benefit is quite clear as well; adding CBA or other economic methods to IRAM2 or
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any other traditional method gives more material that can help getting the desired decisions
and investments from management.
It is always an advantage for security professionals to be able to provide economic arguments
and not only speak from a security point of view. We need to be able to convince managers that
the investments we want are good for the organization economically. With the material that is
the result from IRAM2 and CBA we can show that it is a smart investment that they will
benefit from. Management tends to think that it is mostly costs with security investments and
have difficulties seeing the benefits, especially the financial benefits.
Every organization needs to at different points of time consider if it is worth putting the time
and effort to do these extensive risk assessments. Even though they can be simplified a bit, it is
still a bit of work. Some organizations might want to do it once a year, some might want to do it
when they start with a new project, and some might never do it and so on. The point is that
when there is a need to get good material and take a qualified and economically effective
decision, it will require work. In those cases, this hybrid method fulfills those purposes and
works well to provide that material and insight.

Conclusion
To relate back to the research questions:
What would the benefits be from introducing CBA to a more traditional risk management method?
The benefits are quite clear; the CBA adds an economic perspective to traditional risk
management methods that lack those aspects. In our scenario, we as information security
officers were able to get our IT manager to understand the benefits of taking action based on
our risk assessment work. CBA gave us the ability to figure out what was the economically
reasonable thing to do and also to communicate it to our managers. It wasn’t only our opinion
anymore; we had done the math and had the result of CBA as evidence.
If information security officers want to have evidence to prove their point and wants something
to help them convince management that their recommended investment is worth the cost,
having counted the benefits in monetary terms helped. In our case, it was what our
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management needed to know that they were making the right decision. Without this
information, they had always been insecure in whether to invest or not. In their perspective, we
as information security professionals always think that it is worth it because we think that it is
the most important thing, but for them it has to be prioritized together with all other potential
investments that other people think are more important. Being able to show the financial
incentives of security investments can help security professionals argue their case.
The results show that it did benefit us to be able to have the combination of information that
we got from using both traditional and economic risk management methods and the result is a
contribution to both theory and practice. Theoretically, this shows that it can be valuable to
combine security and economic aspects more when working with risk management and that the
traditional methods might not be sufficient anymore since the concept needs to be understood
by top management to get resources. That is where the economic calculations are a valuable
tool.
Even though the method doesn’t solve all problems with choosing which security investment to
choose, it is a helpful tool that can be used to make a more qualified decision. Besides using
methods and equations, the knowledge of the professionals in the field is always essential to
making good decisions. No method can provide 100% accurate results since no method can
help foresee the future and predict which security measures will keep our organizations safe.
They can however be helpful in making qualified best guesses and this method is an attempt at
becoming a helpful tool for that purpose.
How will a hybrid risk management method with IRAM 2 and CBA combined work in a financial
Institution?
In a financial institution, there are a lot of risk assessments being done for different purposes.
Information security risk management needs to be separated from other risk management
methods that focus on financial risks such as credit risks. Those risks that only apply to
financial institutions have been left out of scope. However, even when conducting information
security risk management, there are certain issues that are specific for financial institutions. The
financial industry is under constant attack and is always being targeted by criminals. This sets
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high requirements for us working with risk management and making sure that the risks are
being mitigated.
Financial institutions are also subject to a lot of legal and regulatory demands. IRAM2 takes
those legal aspects into consideration, which makes that specific method suitable for a financial
institution. Since financial institutions are known to be targets and also have high demands in
information security both by customers and legislators, tend to have a big focus on risk
assessment and risk mitigation. Because of the high standards that financial institutions have to
apply to, these types of extensive risk assessment methods are justified. Even though they
require a bit of work to reach a useable result, for institutions that have focus on these issues it
is necessary to live up to the standards.
The practical contribution is that the methods where tested in a financial institution that can
be used as a representative for the big banks and financial institutions in Sweden. Even though
it cannot be generalized completely and the conclusion cannot be drawn that this will work in
all financial intuitions, it can still help organizations decide how to work with risk management
and show them that this is a potential way of working that might suit them. This is a
contribution to hopefully one of several attempts to add financial perspectives to traditional
risk management methods and one piece of the puzzle when it comes to changing the attitude
when it comes to security and seeing it strictly as a cost.
The design principles are also a contribution to the theoretical field of risk management. The
principles are more general and can be used as guidance to how to think when combining a
traditional risk management method with a method with a financial focus. The principles can
be used with other risk management methods and are therefore more generalized.
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